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the pursuit to deliver 
sustainable solutions 
for its customers.



An uncompromising commitment to quality, 
sustainable solutions and best practice.

With the support of the 
Technology Centre we are 
confident in delivering total 
sustainable solutions that 
differentiates us from our 
competitors.

Tony Raikes, Managing Director
VINCI Facilities



This brochure details a number of  
Case Studies showing the value gained  
from having an in-house technical capability.

As part of the VINCI group, 
a recognised world leader in 
construction, concessions and 
facilities management, the 
Technology Centre blends the 
very best of UK expertise with the 
experience of global know-how.  
The technology Centre has a unique 
history of success in shaping the 
built environment.  The history of 
achievement includes: one of the 
first firms to offer cladding testing, 
early adopters of Building Information 
Modelling (BIM), a leader in materials 
technology and one of the earliest 
to achieve ISO50001 certification for 
Energy Management Systems.
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Service Capability

 The Technology Centre is one of the leading construction test centres in the world, offering 
on it’s 5.5ha site a range of services unique to the UK - including cladding, acoustic and 
laboratory tests, building pathology, full-scale mock-ups and buildability tests, environmental 
assessments, including BREEAM, CDM, car park life-care plans and cathodic protection. 

The Technology Centre comprises a team of engineers, consultants and scientists dedicated 
to providing innovative and practical solutions for our customers. The team combines a 
unique blend of experience and skills across a range of disciplines as varied as the industries 
in which we operate.

The Technology Centre provides 
practical solutions for its customers 
that save them time and money.



 Building Pathology
Investigations & Surveys l Materials 
advice l Specification Reviews l 
Remedial Solutions l Cathodic 
Protection of Structures

 Environment
BREEAM/CEEQUAL Assessments 
l Code for Sustainable Homes l 
SAP Calculations l Sustainability 
Statements l Waste advice l 
Contaminated Land advice

 Low Carbon Services
Energy Audits l Energy Management 
l Thermal Imaging

 Regulatory Services
CDM-C l Project O&M Manuals 
l Access & Inclusivity l Noise 
Assessments l Fire Risk Assessments 
(FRA)

 Compliance
Air Tightness testing l Acoustic 
testing l Cladding Consultancy l 
Materials testing l Structural

 Mock ups & Trials
Architectural Models l Trial and 
Erection Training

 Sharing Knowledge
Alternate Methods of Construction l 
Lessons Learnt l Sharing Knowledge

The Technology Centre provides a wide range 
of services to support VINCI Facilities.

Three core areas of 
capability each 
strengthening the other. 



Healthcare

Walsgrave Hospital

Whole Property Lifecycle – 
Walsgrave Hospital
Facilities Management



Fire Risk Assessments
Benefits: Compliance surety
There is a responsibility on the 
Facilities provider to assess the risks 
within spaces where their people 
work. At Walsgrave this includes 
the plant rooms. An element of this 
duty is the management of fire risks 
which is not controlled by the Trusts 
Fire Officer due to the separation of 
function within the hospital.

The Technology Centre was 
commissioned to undertake the 
Fire Risk assessment to ensure 
compliance with the Regulatory 
Reform (Fire Safety) Order 2005. 

Following a detailed inspection of 
the plant rooms and dialogue with 
the site team, the fire precautions 
arrangements were analysed in 
accordance with BS9999: 2008 in 
liaison with the Trust Fire Officer. 

A comprehensive report was 
prepared detailing the assessment 
and a schedule of recommendations 
for VINCI Facilities to action to 
achieve the overall risk profile.

Energy Management 
Benefits: Reduced running costs

A requirement of the contract is to 
provide reports on the energy use 
and performance of the buildings 
making up the hospital. This 
involved reviewing the old data and 
benchmarking it against standards 
and producing a monthly report. The 
works also include a number of other 
energy aspects:

 Reviewing the lighting and 
the method of control and 
proposing energy saving 
options for consideration  
by the trust

 Working with the BMS 
supplier to adapt it to provide 
better energy management 
and reporting

 Attendance at the monthly 
energy meetings with the trust

 Arranging for a Thermographic 
survey.

Thermographic Survey
Benefits: Reduced running costs

An area of the hospital was found 
to be cold. A Thermographic survey 
was carried out to see if there were 
any obvious air leakage paths or 
areas with missing insulation. The 
results concluded that the building 
envelope was sound. It was deemed 
that the air conditioning controls 
were the most likely cause of the low 
temperature.

The Technology Centre has set 
up an energy management 
service to meet the 
requirements of a complex 
healthcare PFI contract. 
Successfully engaging with my 
clients energy management 
team, providing innovation 
through energy saving 
proposals and demonstrating 
expertise in the understanding 
of BMS controlling M&E plant. 

John Newberry 
Project Director



Education & Blue Light

Medway Police Station

Whole Property Lifecycle –  
Police Stations and Schools
Facilities Management



Fabric Condition Surveys
Benefits: Compliance surety/risk mitigation

There is a requirement on a number of the PFI contracts to have condition surveys carried out to 
ensure there are no significant defects or financial risks with the buildings condition.

The Technology Centre have carried out a number of these surveys on Doncaster and Derby 
schools and also Medway Police Station.

Surveys are conducted using visual and non-intrusive methods. Where possible the survey also 
includes opening un-fixed hatches where opening/replacement would not cause damage to the 
building structure or finishes. Surveys are conducted from ground level, other floors and other 
safely accessible vantage points. Using binoculars and zoom  
lens cameras.

The results are presented in accordance with the requirements of CIBSE Guide M, where each 
room/area is given a categorisation for its condition.



Commercial Offices

Energy Management –  
Unisys Offices
Facilities Management



Energy Audits
Benefits: Reduced running costs

Three of Unisys properties were audited to analyse the current energy use and to identify areas of 
improvement.

The properties audited were offices built in the last ten years. The audits involved:

 Capturing and analysing the energy use and costs. Usage figures were corrected for degree 
days and compared to industry benchmarks to see how they performed

 A site survey of each building was carried looking at the type of equipment installed, how it 
was controlled and employees opinions on comfort conditions

 Options were developed based on the finding of the audits to show where savings  
could be made. These options were categorised as; low cost, capital investment and long 
term savings

The reports produced were taken forward by the Facilities team for discussion with the customer.



Defence Estates

Whole Building Lifecycle –      
RAF Lakenheath
Building Solutions

RAF Lakenheath



Condition Survey – Lightning Catenary Pylons
Benefits: Compliance surety

The Facilities team engaged the Technology Centre to carry out an investigation to assess 
the condition of lightning protection catenary poles at RAF Lakenheath. This requirement 
for investigations came as a result of Temporary Explosives Bulletin 003/2008 (For JSP 482) 
“Maintenance of Lightning Protection Catenary Poles” issued by the Ministry of Defence (MOD).  
This bulletin resulted from a number of incidents on the MOD estate which had involved  
the collapse of lightning protection catenary poles due to corrosion of the metallic poles  
going unnoticed.

The purpose of the survey was to establish the current condition of the catenary poles 
surrounding specified buildings at RAF Lakenheath.  The survey of 89 poles was undertaken using 
visual inspection and measurement of material thickness utilising ultrasonic thickness gauges 
above ground level.

Camera Operator: 
SRA James L. 

Harper JR., USAF

I was very impressed how 
smoothly everything went.

Colin Bullock 
Site Manager



Social Housing

Housing Regeneration –  
Greenvale Homes
Building Solutions

Solar Thermal Panel



Low Carbon Refurbishment
Benefits: Value added

The delivery team working in Rochdale on the Greenvale Homes contract were asked to develop a 
proposal to identify the options for retrofitting low carbon solutions to existing housing stock.

The Technology Centre was involved in developing the low carbon energy options whilst the 
Facilities team worked on the alterations to the building fabric including improved insulation, 
cavity wall insulation, double glazing and sealing of air paths.

Having reviewed the type of properties, their location and the general surrounding areas a number 
of scenarios were developed:

 Under floor heating
 Air sourced heat pump for low grade heat to feed the under floor heating
 Solar thermal panels to work in conjunction with the heat pump for hot water generation
 Whole house ventilation with heat recovery

In addition Photovoltaics and voltage optimisation were also considered. Energy calculations were 
carried out on the original house design and again based on the options to determine how much 
carbon could be saved.



Industrial and Manufacturing

Building Maintenance –  
Trostre Steelworks
Technical Services
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The main building at the Trostre works was constructed in 1948 and 
although the building has been developed in a number of stages since initial 
construction the buildings are largely the same as when constructed. It is 
thought to be the largest brickwork building of its kind in Europe. 



potentially suffering from expansive corrosion related 
degradation causing damage to the brickwork cladding.

An in-depth corrosion condition investigation of the 
steel frame was carried out. The aim of the investigation 
was to establish whether the cracking to the facing 
brickwork was caused by expansive corrosion of the steel 
framework that was embedded within it.

The following inspection and testing was carried out:
 Visual inspection of site, structure and defects
 Non destructive testing techniques including

• Half cell potential
• Resistivity

 Intrusive investigation

All observations were identified on plans and elevations 
of the building including photographic evidence. A list of 
recommendations was made on the works necessary.

The Technology Centre attended site in early 2012 and 
undertook a walk-over survey which identified a number 
of issues. From this initial survey two specific areas were 
looked at in greater detail:

Roof Loading Analysis
Benefits: Risk mitigation
An investigation was carried out into the roof loading 
capacity of the tin plate processing facility. The 
investigation was in the form of a review of the original 
design drawings, a visual survey of the condition 
including removing some areas of the roof finish. An 
estimation was made of the loading capacity as built 
and opinions given on the state of the roof in its current 
condition. Recommendations were made on the possible 
life of the roof.

Survey of Cracked Wall   
Benefits: Risk mitigation

An initial observation was that there was cracking and 
displacement of the cladding. The defects seen and 
the age of the building indicated that the structure was 

The dealings that I have 
had with the Technology 
Centre leave a very positive 
impression. They seem to have 
a high level of professionalism 
and technical knowledge. They 
give sound and well supported 
advice and are very reliable. 
The work they are carrying out 
at Trostre has done a great deal 
to promote VINCI as a brand 
and demonstrate what the 
group has to offer.

Alan Godwin 
Senior Engineer



Central Government

Capital Programmes –  
Royal Parks
Technical Services

St James’s Park, London



CDM-C
Benefits: Compliance surety

VINCI Facilities manages the hard FM for seventeen London Royal Parks undertaking a range of 
projects including building maintenance, bridge repairs, lake de-silting etc.

Where the projects are CDM notifiable (over 30 days on site), the Royal Parks as client is required 
to appoint a CDM Co-ordinator for the works. The Technology Centre has been commissioned for 
a number of these projects to undertake the role of CDM Co-ordinator.

A current project is Phase 2 of a heritage street lighting upgrade in Birdcage Walk and West 
Lawns, adjacent to Buckingham Palace. Requiring both sensitivity of design and special attention 
to traffic management and Royal events.



VINCI facilities is part of VINCI, 
a world leader in concessions and construction.

For more information please visit: 
www.technology-centre.co.uk 
contact us on:  
technologycentre@vinciconstruction.co.uk
TECHNOLOGY CENTRE
Stanbridge Road 
Leighton Buzzard 
Bedfordshire LU7 4QH 
T: 01525 859050

VINCI FACILITIES
Radius House
51 Clarendon Road
Watford WD17 1HP
T: 01923 478400 
E: info@vincifacilities.com 
W: www.vincifacilities.com

Astral House - Head office
VINCI Facilities offices
VINCI Construction UK offices


